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Message from Acting Chairman Ann Marie Buerkle

I am pleased to present the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission’s (CPSC) 2018-2022 Strategic Plan.

A strategic plan sets the direction of the agency. It helps to clarify priorities, guide the allocation of resources, and communicate to Congress and the American people the work we intend to accomplish.

The CPSC has established four strategic goals to advance our mission of keeping consumers safe.

The first goal is to cultivate the most effective workforce. Like many federal agencies and departments, the CPSC principally accomplishes its mission through its professional career staff. Having a highly trained, diverse, and engaged workforce is critical to meeting the dynamic challenges of the consumer product safety landscape. The CPSC is a relatively small agency, comprised of a workforce of just over 500 people. It is important to have the very best product safety workforce because we are small.

The second goal is to prevent hazardous products from reaching consumers. This is an extremely challenging goal when you consider that U.S. consumption of consumer products under our jurisdiction totals approximately $1.6 trillion, or 9 percent of Gross Domestic Product, each year. The CPSC has a multifaceted approach to preventing injury or harm from consumer products. We work with our partners on a national and international level, conduct product analysis, educate industry and the public on safety issues, institute standards, and conduct domestic and international monitoring to identify and stop hazardous products from entering the marketplace. Given the scope of the consumer products that are under CPSC jurisdiction, the agency must focus its attention on the highest priority consumer product safety risks, and use high quality data, science, and analysis to guide decisions.

The third goal is to respond quickly to address hazardous consumer products both in the marketplace and with consumers. The CPSC learns about potential consumer product hazards from many sources, including incident reports, consumer complaints, and calls to our Hotline. In addition, we have field investigators and import inspectors located across the country to investigate incidents and injuries, conduct inspections, monitor imported shipments, and meet with retailers and manufacturers. When a recall is necessary, the agency works closely with the affected business to notify consumers on appropriate actions to take to mitigate the product safety concern.

The fourth goal is to communicate useful information quickly and effectively to better inform decisions. Consumers, safety advocates, industry, and government partners need high-quality information to make informed decisions for themselves, their businesses, and their families. These diverse audiences have different information needs and respond to different methods of communication. It is our goal to put the best information we have into the hands of consumers and product safety partners, domestic and abroad. But communication is not a one-way street. It is also important that we are always listening and ready to receive valuable information that advances our mission.

As Acting Chairman, I have emphasized outreach and education through engagement with our stakeholders.

The CPSC has a meaningful and important mission. We are proud as well as honored to serve the American people.
Overview of the Agency

The CPSC is an independent federal regulatory agency with a public health and safety mission to protect the public from unreasonable risks of injury and death from consumer products.

The CPSC was created in 1972 by the Consumer Product Safety Act (CPSA). In addition to the CPSA, as amended by the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (CPSIA) and Public Law No. 112-28, the CPSC also administers the Federal Hazardous Substances Act, the Flammable Fabrics Act, the Poison Prevention Packaging Act, the Refrigerator Safety Act, the Virginia Graeme Baker Pool and Spa Safety Act, the Children’s Gasoline Burn Prevention Act, the Drywall Safety Act, and the Child Nicotine Poisoning Prevention Act of 2014.

The CPSC has jurisdiction over thousands of types of consumer products used in and around the home, in recreation, and in schools, from children’s toys to portable gas generators and toasters. Although the CPSC’s regulatory purview is quite broad, a number of product categories fall outside the CPSC’s jurisdiction.1

The societal costs of consumer product incidents amount to more than $1 trillion annually. The CPSC has a mission to keep consumers safe and works to reduce consumer product-related injury and death rates by using analysis, regulatory policy, compliance and enforcement, and education to identify and address product safety hazards. This includes:

1. **Hazard Identification and Assessment**—collecting information and developing injury and death statistics related to the use of products under the CPSC’s jurisdiction;

2. **Voluntary Standards** and **Mandatory Regulations**—participating in the development and strengthening of voluntary standards and developing mandatory regulations;

3. **Import Surveillance**—using a risk assessment methodology to analyze import data to identify and interdict violative consumer products before they enter the United States;

4. **Compliance and Enforcement**—enforcing compliance with mandatory regulations and removing defective products through compliance activities, such as recalls or other corrective actions, and litigating when necessary;

5. **Public Outreach**—educating consumers, families, industry, and foreign governments about safety programs and alerts, recalls, emerging hazards, mandatory regulations, voluntary standards, and product safety requirements in the United States;

6. **Intergovernmental Coordination**—coordinating work on product safety issues with other federal government stakeholders; and

7. **Cooperation with Foreign Governments**—leveraging work with foreign government safety agencies, bilaterally and multilaterally, to improve safety for U.S. consumers.

The CPSC is a bipartisan commission that consists of five members appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate. The Chairman is the principal executive officer of the Commission, which convenes at meetings that are open to the public.

---

1 Other federal agencies regulate product categories such as automobiles and boats; alcohol, tobacco, and firearms; foods, drugs, cosmetics, and medical devices; and pesticides.

2 A voluntary standard is defined as a consensus product standard, and is also called a safety standard.

3 A mandatory regulation is defined as a mandatory standard, and is also called a technical regulation.
2018-2022 Strategic Plan Summary

Mission: Keeping Consumers Safe
Vision: A nation free from unreasonable risks of injury and death from consumer products

CORE MISSION GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

STRATEGIC GOAL 1 WORKFORCE
Cultivate the most effective consumer product safety workforce

- Strategic Objective 1.1: Enhance effective strategic human capital planning and alignment
- Strategic Objective 1.2: Foster a culture of continuous development
- Strategic Objective 1.3: Attract and recruit a talented and diverse workforce
- Strategic Objective 1.4: Increase employee engagement

STRATEGIC GOAL 2 PREVENTION
Prevent hazardous products from reaching consumers

- Strategic Objective 2.1: Improve identification and assessment of hazards to consumers
- Strategic Objective 2.2: Lead efforts to improve the safety of consumer products before they reach the marketplace
- Strategic Objective 2.3: Increase capability to identify and stop imported hazardous consumer products

STRATEGIC GOAL 3 RESPONSE
Respond quickly to address hazardous consumer products both in the marketplace and with consumers

- Strategic Objective 3.1: Rapidly identify hazardous consumer products for enforcement action
- Strategic Objective 3.2: Minimize further exposure to hazardous consumer products
- Strategic Objective 3.3: Improve consumer response to consumer product recalls

STRATEGIC GOAL 4 COMMUNICATION
Communicate useful information quickly and effectively to better inform decisions

- Strategic Objective 4.1: Improve usefulness and availability of consumer product safety information
- Strategic Objective 4.2: Increase dissemination of useful consumer product safety information
- Strategic Objective 4.3: Increase and enhance collaboration with stakeholders

CROSS-CUTTING PRIORITIES
- OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
- DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
- INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
- INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL COLLABORATION
Strategic Plan Overview

The CPSC’s mission of “Keeping Consumers Safe” is grounded in the statutes that authorize the work of the agency. The agency’s overarching vision is: “A nation free from unreasonable risks of injury and death from consumer products.” The CPSC will work to achieve four strategic goals that will contribute to realizing the vision and achieving the mission. The CPSC’s programs will align with the strategic goals, and the agency will implement strategies to achieve the strategic goals. The strategic goals are:

1. Cultivate the most effective consumer product safety workforce
2. Prevent hazardous products from reaching consumers
3. Respond quickly to address hazardous consumer products both in the marketplace and with consumers
4. Communicate useful information quickly and effectively to better inform decisions.

Strategic objectives have been formulated and reflect the key component outcomes necessary to achieve each of the strategic goals. The strategic objectives are underpinned by performance goals and strategic initiatives, which define additional outcomes, outputs, and activities that the CPSC will implement and pursue within each strategic objective. Key performance measures are identified for monitoring and reporting on progress toward achieving the strategic objectives.

The CPSC’s Strategic Plan sets the framework for all subsequent agency planning, communication, management, and reporting. The Strategic Plan provides direction for resource allocation, program design, and management decisions. The Strategic Plan defines the evidence and performance data that will be used to monitor and assess program effectiveness.

Development of the Strategic Plan and Stakeholder Involvement

The CPSC updated the 2018–2022 Strategic Plan in FY 2017 to conform to the strategic planning timeline of the GPRA Modernization Act of 2010 (GPRAMA). In 2016, the CPSC’s five Commissioners unanimously approved, in a bi-partisan vote, the CPSC’s 2016–2020 Strategic Plan. The prior strategic plan was developed using a highly participatory process that involved many CPSC staff and significant engagement with different internal and external stakeholders. Given that the 2016–2020 Strategic Plan was still relatively current and had full Commission support, the 2018–2022 Strategic Plan is comprised of updates to the prior plan.

In updating this Strategic Plan, the CPSC reviewed performance data, changes in the external environment, potential risks, and new policy priorities of the current Administration. One source of background information for the 2018–2022 Strategic Plan update was a CPSC annual public meeting, held to receive comments and recommendations from stakeholders and the public on CPSC program priorities for fiscal years 2018 and 2019. Representatives from a variety of industry associations, consumer safety organizations, and other organizations with an interest in safety issues affecting consumer products presented oral or written comments that included recommendations for future areas on which the CPSC should focus.

The CPSC Strategic Plan addresses the requirements of the GPRAMA and OMB guidance, as stated in OMB Circular No. A-11 (2017), Part 6: Strategic Plans, Annual Performance Plans, Performance Reviews, and Annual Program Performance Reports.

---

4 The 2016–2020 Strategic Plan was developed over the course of a year by a special planning committee consisting of managers from all major CPSC offices that met frequently and used a consensus process to make decisions. A thorough “Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats” (SWOT) analysis was conducted. All CPSC staff were given an opportunity to provide input through a survey, and nearly 60 staff formed working groups to develop the details of proposed strategic objectives and performance goals. The CPSC Chairman and Commissioners provided guidance throughout the process, and public comments were solicited through a Federal Register notice. The CPSC also solicited input from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and Congress.
Cross-Cutting Priorities

Four cross-cutting strategic priorities are integral to the CPSC’s 2018–2022 Strategic Plan:

- Operational excellence
- Data collection and analysis
- Information technology
- Internal and external collaboration

These themes are fundamental to “the way the CPSC works,” and how the agency plans to achieve the strategic goals in the Strategic Plan.

Operational Excellence

All agencies, including the CPSC, depend on a solid administrative management foundation to enable their operations. The CPSC's programs require strong management policies, effective processes, and adequate support in areas such as human resources, financial management, risk management and internal control, budget and performance management, procurement, facilities, and information technology. The CPSC must continuously improve the management environment and service infrastructure necessary to meet the evolving safety mission and achieve strategic objectives and performance goals. In support of the government-wide Reform Initiative, the agency will review and evaluate its operational and programmatic activities to ensure human and financial resources are managed and aligned appropriately and are consistent with the agency’s consumer product safety mission.

Enable a high-performing workforce: The CPSC will support and enhance the recruitment, retention, and continuous development of an agency workforce focused on performance excellence. The agency will provide the systems, tools, and technologies needed by the CPSC workforce to achieve the mission. The CPSC will ensure that the agency’s performance management system is used effectively to manage employee performance and that performance expectations are aligned to the agency’s mission, appropriately rigorous, and communicated efficiently. The CPSC will support managers through training and will provide the tools needed to manage performance successfully to achieve high-quality results. In addition, the CPSC will provide a physical work environment that is safe and conducive to a high-performing, professional workforce.

Improve performance management: The CPSC will use performance management techniques and analysis, supported by high-quality data, to manage programs and set priorities. The agency will align resource requests with strategic priorities, focusing on future product safety challenges. The CPSC will improve and increase collection and analysis of evidence for performance monitoring and program evaluation to assess the effectiveness of the agency’s work. The CPSC will also create a culture of customer service and pursue customer value in achieving the agency’s mission outcomes.

Enhance financial stewardship: The CPSC believes that good financial stewardship begins with accurate, timely, and reliable financial data and reporting. That work is given added credibility through a robust system of internal controls and an overarching enterprise risk-management framework. Together, this work is the basis upon which management can provide reasonable assurance that financial resources are properly accounted for and used for their intended purposes, and that recommendations from auditors have been addressed in a timely manner. The CPSC prides itself in translating reliable financial data into actionable analysis that informs policy options and decisions at all levels of the agency by illuminating funding requirements and financial and performance implications. Lastly, the CPSC is committed to delivering financial management services efficiently and effectively. The agency will continue to use shared services and consider new areas to expand shared services to capture the economies of scale not otherwise accessible.
National Electronic Injury Surveillance System

The National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS) is a vitally important CPSC database system. NEISS provides statistically valid national estimates of consumer product-related injuries from a probability sample of hospital emergency rooms. Patient information is collected from each NEISS hospital for every emergency visit involving an injury associated with consumer products. NEISS data, which the CPSC uses to identify safety issues that may require additional analysis or corrective action, are critical to achieving the agency’s Prevention, Response, and Communication Strategic Goals. Other stakeholders, including additional federal agencies, also depend on NEISS data. The CPSC relies on a national network of healthcare providers under contract to collect NEISS data. The CPSC works with participating NEISS hospitals and emergency departments to improve the quality and timeliness of data, by enhancing the user interface and expanding data elements and possibly data sources, and seeks input from NEISS stakeholders and users to try to improve NEISS. The CPSC ensures that the quality of NEISS is monitored and tries to identify potential vulnerabilities that could threaten this valuable data resource. For example, the statistical validity of NEISS data depends on maintaining the sample of hospitals. If participating hospitals drop out, the CPSC takes steps to recruit new hospitals to replace them and maintain the sampling design.

Data Collection and Analysis

In the CPSC’s 2018–2022 Strategic Plan, agency access to useful, accurate, and timely data is a cross-cutting priority. The CPSC is a data-driven agency. Collection, management, and analysis of high-quality data are essential to achieving the CPSC’s strategic goals and fulfilling the agency’s mission. The CPSC regularly collects and analyzes a wide range of data from multiple sources and uses that information to shape program strategies and prioritize program activities.

The agency identified constraints to effective collection, use, and sharing of data by the CPSC. Some agency data-management systems and analytical models need to be updated to maintain data quality and/or improve systems and search functions. In addition, some data systems are compartmentalized within specific organizational components, which results in a need for new solutions to provide greater cross-program information access to promote inter-office collaboration, as described in the Internal and External Collaboration theme below. The CPSC will also explore additional potential sources of data on consumer product hazards that could inform agency work. Difficulty in identifying emerging risks, as compared to known hazards, is another data-related area of growth for the CPSC. Each of the strategic goals in the Strategic Plan involves strategies and specific initiatives aimed at improving data systems and increasing data-based decision making.

Information Technology

Information Technology (IT) is an integral tool used to meet objectives across all of the CPSC’s strategic goal areas. The CPSC’s many IT applications and systems automate agency business processes and improve efficiency. CPSC IT systems collect and store critical consumer product safety-related data, and facilitate timely retrieval and analysis of data by the agency, as well as by consumers, businesses, and other federal, state, and local agencies. IT projects at the agency support several centralized
CPSC database systems that contain information vital to identifying and responding to consumer product hazards and preventing hazardous products from reaching consumers. The CPSC consistently looks for ways to improve the quality, transparency, reliability, and availability of data essential for achieving the agency’s strategic objectives, goals, and mission. Improvements to agency-wide data integration and management approaches can create better alignment between hazard identification and the reduction of unreasonable risks to consumers, while also enabling the agency to explore the many types of information available and their interrelationships. Linkages between hazard data and outcomes/interventions can inform predictive modeling to identify the need for interventions sooner. The agency is also exploring data on consumer product use, which is a primary determinant of opportunities for injury or death.

To protect the major information systems that are so critical to achieving the agency’s strategic goals, the CPSC has implemented an Information System Continuous Monitoring strategy. This strategy allows the agency to identify and prioritize—based on risk—security controls that require enhanced monitoring and reporting. This strategy also is intended to improve visibility into information security vulnerabilities. By monitoring security controls in a continuous, nearly real-time manner, the agency will be better able to identify and respond to emerging threats to agency information systems, and enhance the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information systems that support achievement of the CPSC’s mission. As the state of IT advances, the CPSC’s IT systems must also evolve to help meet the agency’s strategic goals while maintaining adequate IT security. Another priority for the future is evaluating “big data” solutions to position the agency for greater flexibility and scalability to acquire and use existing and new data sets to identify and respond to emerging hazards and improve consumer protection. The CPSC is also exploring the use of cloud computing to improve system availability, accelerate the delivery of new capabilities, and potentially realize cost efficiencies. As part of the CPSC’s mobility strategy, the agency is updating its IT infrastructure to a Virtual Desktop Infrastructure environment, a platform that offers users the flexibility to access securely CPSC applications and data from any location by using any Internet-connected computing devices, including smart phones and tablets.

**Internal and External Collaboration**

Improved internal collaboration and working effectively across teams, offices, and projects is essential to the CPSC’s success in achieving the objectives of the Strategic Plan. A critical issue is the need for effective, transparent communication among all levels of the agency, including Commissioners’ offices, and also better integration of processes, systems, and resources across functional offices. Improved integration of separate data systems is also needed and is relevant to the data and information technology cross-cutting priorities. Effective teamwork and internal communication are especially important, given the CPSC’s relatively small size (slightly more than 500 employees) and broad responsibilities because agency personnel must often work across offices to accomplish tasks. In addition, the agency expects a surge in retirements of experienced employees over the next decade, with accompanying loss of technical skills and institutional knowledge. Effective internal collaboration will be essential to the transitioning workforce.

*CPSC network engineers ensure networks, systems, and software are readily available to CPSC staff.*
Internal Collaboration through Coordinated Enforcement:

The CPSC’s coordinated enforcement approach was developed to improve organization of all available agency information and tools to manage more effectively compliance and enforcement activities directed toward manufacturers and importers that have a history of noncompliance. The approach involves a multidisciplinary team comprised of CPSC staff from the offices of Import Surveillance, International Programs, Compliance and Field Operations, the General Counsel, and the Executive Director. The coordinated enforcement team works together to develop and implement actions that endeavor to bring repeat violators into compliance with U.S. consumer product safety laws and regulations. Whenever possible, the CPSC works collaboratively with firms that are willing to make the necessary changes to bring their products into compliance. In cases where firms are unwilling or unable to make the necessary changes to ensure compliance, unilateral actions are taken by the CPSC to prevent firms from placing noncompliant products into the marketplace.

The CPSC has a history of working effectively and collaboratively with many types of external organizations to achieve strategic outcomes, including consumer advocacy organizations and groups, manufacturers’ associations and trade groups, voluntary standards organizations, federal agencies, state and local governments, and foreign governments.

The agency also identified potential opportunities to strengthen relationships with outside stakeholders to achieve agency goals and solve consumer product safety problems. The CPSC plans to increase engagement with external stakeholders, from consumers to manufacturers, to importers and retailers, to help make regulation and enforcement more efficient and to inform public policy decisions. Increased collaborative work with universities and other research organizations may contribute to collecting new data, improving identification of emerging hazards, and developing innovative solutions to safety problems. Relationships with other agencies and organizations may be leveraged for educational campaigns and to increase dissemination of safety and health information.

The value of consumer product imports under CPSC jurisdiction was approximately $737 billion in 2016. Since 2008, four out of five product recalls in the United States have involved an imported product, making import surveillance a critical focus area for the CPSC.
External Factors Affecting the CPSC’s Strategic Plan

External factors beyond the CPSC’s direct control may potentially affect the agency’s ability to accomplish some program outcomes and strategic goals. The following external factors have been considered, and workable strategies to try to address them, where feasible, have been included in the Strategic Plan.

Production Technology and Supply Chain Changes Affecting Consumer Products

The marketplace for consumer products under the CPSC’s jurisdiction is constantly evolving. New technologies lead to new consumer products and applications that were not previously imagined. For example, new technologies, such as additive manufacturing (3-D printing), have the potential to fundamentally change the consumer product supply chain. Cutting-edge products containing new, advanced materials present a number of new human exposure questions that the agency is only beginning to address. The Internet has also changed the way consumers purchase products, enabling a consumer to purchase products directly from a manufacturer or distributor located nearly anywhere in the world. The CPSC’s Strategic Plan includes initiatives to drive the discovery of innovative safety solutions for emerging technologies and modernize the agency’s strategies to address the evolving supply chain, marked by increased online sales and other direct manufacturer-to-consumer marketing.

Increasingly Global Markets

The marketplace is more global today than ever before. Many of the consumer products for sale in the United States are manufactured in foreign countries, which are governed by different standards and regulations. During FY 2016, more than 251,000 importers brought into the United States imports of consumer products under the CPSC’s jurisdiction having a total estimated value of approximately $737 billion. That averages to more than $2 billion worth of consumer product imports per day. Combine that with the fact that approximately 80 percent of consumer product recalls in FY 2016 involved an imported product, and the enormity and urgency of the global consumer product safety challenge comes into focus. The CPSC’s strategy to deal with an increasingly global marketplace has already been set in motion through the Import Surveillance program, and the Strategic Plan builds and expands on this strategy.

Consumer Product Safety Scope and Resources

The scope of the consumer product safety challenge is enormous. In 2016, an average of more than $2 billion of consumer product imports, many manufactured using cutting edge technologies, arrived on store shelves or directly on consumers’ front porches each day. The CPSC is a small, independent Commission with a vast policy responsibility to protect the U.S. public against unreasonable risks of injury associated with consumer products. The CPSC, like all government agencies, operates in a challenging fiscal environment, competing for scarce resources. To operate successfully in this environment, the CPSC has worked with OMB and Congress to develop thoughtful, analytically supported budget requests for program expansions; and collaborated with other federal agencies to build upon and leverage work they have done that is applicable to consumer product safety. Additionally, legislative requirements and mandates could impact the scope of the CPSC’s responsibilities and the direction of its safety programs, as well as its regulatory agenda. All of these factors affect the agency’s need for resources, which have not kept pace with the changing marketplace and the increased demands on the agency. The CPSC will continue to work with OMB and Congress to address limited resources in relationship to the scope of its mission.
STRATEGIC GOAL 1:

Strategic Goal Overview
Having a highly trained, diverse, and engaged workforce is critical to meeting the dynamic challenges of the consumer product safety landscape and achieving the CPSC’s life-saving mission. Agency staff’s knowledge about product safety, commitment to the agency’s mission, and “can-do” attitude make achieving the CPSC mission possible. Cultivating the most effective safety workforce is the first strategic goal because people enable the accomplishment of all other goals, objectives, and initiatives. The CPSC plans to recruit and retain a talented and diverse staff, train current staff so that skills and competencies are aligned with evolving needs, and develop policies and programs to create an engaged and top-performing workforce. To accomplish this goal, the CPSC needs staff with a wide range of specialized and support skills, and with the education, expertise, and potential to effectively fulfill the full depth and breadth of agency responsibilities. This includes technical experts in law, science and engineering, health sciences, child health and development, safety inspection and enforcement, communications, statistics, information technology, data analysis, financial management, facilities management, and program analysis, among other disciplines. The CPSC will ensure that the agency’s performance management system is effectively used to manage employee performance and that performance expectations are aligned to the agency’s mission, appropriately rigorous, and effectively communicated. The CPSC will support managers through training, and provide the tools and support they need to manage performance effectively to achieve high quality results.

This Strategic Plan was formulated to address the following key workforce challenges:

- Having a workforce with the knowledge, skills, and abilities to meet new, innovative, and emerging product safety challenges;
- Aligning personnel resources to agency priorities;
- Maintaining a global presence to address global marketplace issues;
- Increasing employee engagement; and
- Strengthening knowledge transfer through succession planning.

Cultivate the Most Effective Consumer Product Safety Workforce

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1.1</th>
<th>Enhance effective strategic human capital planning and alignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1.2</td>
<td>Foster a culture of continuous development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1.3</td>
<td>Attract and recruit a talented and diverse workforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1.4</td>
<td>Increase employee engagement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
STRATEGIC GOAL 1: WORKFORCE

The CPSC is dedicated to attracting and recruiting talented and diverse employees to help fulfill its mission of “Keeping Consumers Safe.”

The CPSC’s approach to cultivating an effective workforce involves enhancing human capital planning and alignment, increasing opportunities for professional development, and improving recruitment strategies to attract talented, diverse, and committed staff. The strategy also emphasizes increasing employee engagement by promoting and rewarding staff innovation and creativity, increasing managers’ commitment to fostering employee engagement in the workplace, and promoting a healthy work-life balance.

Employees by Location
One-fourth of the CPSC’s workforce of approximately 540 employees is stationed in the field, where staff focuses on compliance and enforcement, including inspections of imported shipments and retail establishments to identify harmful consumer products.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1.1
Enhance effective strategic human capital planning and alignment

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 1.1
Percentage of Full-time Equivalents (FTEs) utilized

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.1.1
Improve human capital infrastructure

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.1.2
Enhance human capital resource allocation reporting

To achieve the strategic goal of cultivating an effective safety workforce, the CPSC needs to improve the agency’s human capital infrastructure and develop and implement a human capital strategic plan that aligns resources to achieve the goals and priorities of the agency’s overall Strategic Plan. Information systems for reporting on allocation of human capital resources need to be updated, workforce planning needs must continually be assessed and addressed, and data analytics should be used to guide effective workforce planning and forecasting to make more informed decisions. The CPSC will continue to assess current and projected future skill gaps and use this information to reshape its workforce to meet the agency’s mission.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.1.1
Improve human capital infrastructure: The CPSC will improve the agency’s infrastructure for human capital management. The agency will align the human capital strategic plan with the CPSC’s Strategic Plan and will develop, coordinate, and implement an agency-wide succession plan to ensure that the agency has a high-performing, mission-ready workforce now and in the future. Improvements to the human capital infrastructure will be pursued through the following initiatives:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:

• *Benchmark best practices at other federal agencies and private sector organizations;* and

• *Implement change management in the human capital infrastructure.*

---

1 These two initiatives contribute broadly to achievement of all of the Performance Goals under Strategic Goal 1.
STRATEGIC GOAL 1: WORKFORCE

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.1.2
Enhance human capital resource allocation reporting: The CPSC needs effective processes to track and guide the allocation of human resources. Improved human resource allocation reporting will enhance and inform the agency’s strategic alignment of people to achieve the results described in the Strategic Plan. The following initiatives will be undertaken:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:
• Train supervisors on making a business case for position management; and
• Improve human capital resource tracking and reporting.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1.2
Foster a culture of continuous development

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 1.2
Percentage of employees satisfied with opportunities to improve their skills (as reported in the Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey)

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.2.1
Encourage and support professional development: The CPSC will review best practices for supporting professional development opportunities from other federal agencies and private sector organizations, and then formulate and implement a range of initiatives that will best serve our employees’ needs. The CPSC will promote the use of individual development plans to help employees identify their professional development needs, encourage participation in development opportunities, and provide opportunities to receive coaching and mentoring through CPSC-sponsored programs. The following initiatives will be implemented to achieve the goal:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:
• Perform best practice research across other federal and private sector organizations;
• Develop and implement individual development plans; and
• Implement coaching and mentoring programs.

The CPSC solicited feedback from its employees to better understand the results of the FEVS. Employees provided helpful feedback, indicating that they are looking for more professional development opportunities to keep their skills current. This is consistent with the agency’s need for diverse technical skills to deliver on its broad mission. The CPSC has formulated performance goals to increase professional development opportunities.

Employee Satisfaction with Opportunities to Improve Skills

Employees’ satisfaction with opportunities to improve their skills is estimated from Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS) data. The CPSC exceeded the government-wide average score over the period, and met or exceeded the average for small agencies every year except for 2015.
PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.2.2
Deliver high-quality, targeted development opportunities: The CPSC will enhance its organizational culture to encourage and support employee development. The agency will identify and deliver specific, high-quality development opportunities to build key competencies, which will prepare employees to expand their capabilities and provide cross-functional skills to support the CPSC’s mission. This goal will be accomplished through the following training initiatives:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:
• Conduct training needs assessment; and
• Develop and implement agency-wide training plan.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1.3
Attract and recruit a talented and diverse workforce

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 1.3
Percentage of hiring managers trained on recruitment

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.3.1
Improve targeted assessments to recruit talent

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.3.2
Increase targeted outreach to increase diversity

Recruiting talented, diverse, and committed employees is fundamental to the CPSC’s success in having a highly effective workforce and achieving the strategic goals. The CPSC, like all government agencies and private companies, has the fundamental challenge of competing for talented people with the right mix of skills needed to deliver the agency’s mission at the highest level. For most positions, the CPSC currently conducts targeted outreach and typically has a large, diverse applicant pool from which to select. Nevertheless, recruitment can be improved by training the CPSC’s hiring managers to make better use of targeted assessment tools like questionnaires and structured interviews, and by expanding targeted outreach activities to reach the best, most diverse pool of applicants, resulting in the most talented candidates being referred for selection.

CPSC staff from the Office of Communications works to disseminate important consumer product safety information to a diverse audience.
PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.3.1
Improve targeted assessments to recruit talent:
To help improve recruiting for targeted positions, the CPSC will increase the effectiveness of assessment tools by identifying and defining more precisely the skills and experience needed for specific job openings. The CPSC will accomplish this through the following initiatives:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:
• Research best practices at other federal agencies and private sector organizations in developing assessment tools; and
• Establish a manager training program on developing and utilizing assessment tools.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.3.2
Increase targeted outreach to increase diversity:
Targeted outreach efforts tailored for specific positions or occupations will contribute to the CPSC’s recruitment of a diverse workforce. Targeted outreach for recruitment efforts will be accomplished by implementing the following initiatives:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:
• Create a new and enhanced marketing/outreach strategy; and
• Advance relationships with colleges and universities and other recruitment sources.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.4.1
Promote and recognize performance excellence
PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.4.2
Build commitment to employee engagement
PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.4.3
Promote work-life balance

“Employee engagement” is defined as a state of passion and commitment to the organization’s goals on the part of each employee, which leads to his or her willingness to invest discretionary effort to ensure success. A motivated, high-performing workforce is essential to achieving the agency’s mission. Engaged employees are more productive and produce higher quality results than their less engaged colleagues. It is important that CPSC managers recognize high performers, provide regular feedback, help employees identify and address areas that need improvement, and hold employees accountable for meeting expectations. The CPSC launched an employee engagement initiative in September 2015, led by the Office of Human Resources Management, in partnership with the American Federation of Government Employees Local, and the CPSC’s Office of Equal Employment Opportunity and Minority Enterprise. A new employee engagement initiative will be developed for FY 2018, with focus areas to be determined by CPSC results from the Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey. The CPSC believes that an engaged workforce maximizes performance and leads to improved outcomes, including better mission results and long-term talent retention.

The CPSC recruits college students for summer internships to build a future generation of safety professionals.
Employee Engagement

The Employee Engagement Index provides a measure of the extent to which employees indicate that conditions are conducive to employee engagement. The CPSC’s new Strategic Plan includes initiatives to try to increase employee engagement.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.4.1
Promote and recognize performance excellence:
The mission challenges faced by the CPSC are complex and often difficult to solve. Encouraging creativity and prudent risk-taking, and then reinforcing that behavior through recognition systems, can result in finding new efficiencies, improving agency effectiveness, and ultimately attracting and retaining new talent. The CPSC will undertake the following initiatives to promote and reward employee performance excellence:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:
• Research, develop, and implement a performance management policy that encourages and recognizes excellence; and
• Train supervisors and human resources staff on managing employee performance and conduct.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.4.2
Build commitment to employee engagement: The CPSC will work to bring all levels of the workforce into the decision-making process to foster a stronger sense of engagement and buy-in across the agency. This endeavor will require commitment at all levels of agency management and employees, and will also necessitate changes in how managers approach decisions. Because inclusion is essential to engagement, the CPSC will provide diversity and inclusion training to the workforce. The following initiatives are planned:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:
• Implement agency employee engagement initiative; and
• Provide diversity and inclusion training to the workforce.

The CPSC celebrates employees’ accomplishments each year on Employee Recognition Day.
PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.4.3
Promote work-life balance: Programs that promote an improved work-life balance for employees can improve workforce health, job satisfaction, and job performance. The CPSC will build upon existing initiatives that support safety and wellness for employees, and increase awareness of available workplace flexibilities to help employees achieve work-life balance. The following initiatives are planned:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:
• Develop and provide training and informational opportunities on work-life balance to the workforce; and
• Provide wellness and safety activities for the workforce.

Promoting work-life balance is one of the ways in which the CPSC increases employee engagement.

Having a highly trained, diverse, and engaged workforce is critical to meeting the dynamic challenges of the consumer product safety landscape and achieving the CPSC’s life-saving mission. Agency staff’s knowledge about product safety, commitment to the agency’s mission, and “can-do” attitude make achieving the CPSC mission possible.
STRATEGIC GOAL 2:

Strategic Goal Overview

The CPSC is charged with protecting the public from unreasonable risks of injury and death from a vast array of consumer products supplied through expanding global markets. Imports represent approximately 46 percent of available consumer products in the United States, and 75 percent of products identified as noncompliant. Efforts to increase manufacturing of safe consumer products, combined with improved mechanisms to identify hazardous products before they enter the marketplace, are the most effective ways to prevent hazardous products from reaching consumers.

The CPSC will focus on addressing key challenges to preventing consumer product-related injuries, including:

- Providing surveillance for the myriad of consumer products imported and domestically manufactured under the CPSC’s jurisdiction;
- Advancing data analysis and research capabilities to identify the consumer product hazards that pose the greatest risks;
- Addressing changes in traditional manufacturing methods, such as additive manufacturing using 3-D printers, and e-commerce sales and distribution options;
- Working with affected stakeholders to address existing product hazards and product hazards resulting from new technologies;
- Helping develop voluntary standards and adopting mandatory regulations; and
- Identifying, researching, and informing the public about chemical or chronic hazards in consumer products.

The CPSC uses several means to try to prevent injury or harm from consumer products. The overall approach is to: (1) work at the national and international level to help ensure that hazards are appropriately addressed by voluntary standards or mandatory regulations; (2) provide technical information to industry to support voluntary standards development; and (3) allocate inspection, surveillance, and enforcement resources effectively to identify and remove hazardous products from the marketplace.
STRATEGIC GOAL 2: PREVENTION

Import surveillance is a major component of the CPSC’s prevention and compliance strategies.

The CPSC educates manufacturers on safety requirements and collaborates with foreign regulatory counterparts to help build safety into consumer products. The agency also works with standards development organizations to create and strengthen voluntary standards for consumer products, which involves building consensus among relevant stakeholders. The CPSC develops new mandatory regulations when necessary and consistent with statutory authority, in response to identified product hazards.

Another major component of the CPSC’s prevention approach is identification and interception of hazardous consumer products through import surveillance and inspection programs. The agency conducts establishment inspections of manufacturers, importers, and retailers; monitors Internet and resale markets; responds to industry-generated reports about potentially unsafe products; and tests products for compliance with specific standards and mandatory regulations.

CPSC port investigators are co-located with U.S. Customs and Border Protection at U.S. ports of entry to identify and interdict violative or potentially hazardous products from entering the United States.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2.1
Improve identification and assessment of hazards to consumers

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 2.1A
Percentage of consumer product-related incident reports warranting follow-up actions

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 2.1B
Number of hazard characterization annual reports completed on consumer product-related fatalities, injuries, and/or losses for specific hazards

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 2.1C
Percentage of consumer product-related injury cases correctly captured at NEISS hospitals

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 2.1D
Number of collaborations established or maintained with other organizations to work on nanotechnology research or issues affecting consumer products

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.1.1
Increase agency capacity to analyze hazard data

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.1.2
Improve quality and specificity of hazard information

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.1.3
Improve agency capacity to identify and assess emerging hazards

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.1.4
Improve agency capacity to identify and assess chronic hazards

Achieving the CPSC’s mission of preventing hazardous products from reaching consumers depends on assessing data to identify hazards and developing potential mitigation strategies. Determining when a consumer product is hazardous to consumers depends on a critical analysis of data at a sufficient level of detail to characterize the risk and the severity of the injury associated with the hazard. An enormous quantity of hazard-related data from multiple sources must be processed and analyzed systematically to identify quickly patterns and trends. The CPSC needs to increase agency capacity to analyze hazard data, including chronic hazard data. The CPSC also needs to identify and use additional data sources, and improve the quality and specificity of hazard data. Improving the quality and specificity of hazard data, and improving the agency’s capacity to analyze the data, will result in an increase in the number and percentage of consumer product-related incident reports that are more likely to require agency action. Agency follow-up actions may include conducting a detailed investigation of a reported incident, gathering additional product-related information from the manufacturer and/or importer, and, as appropriate, requiring a recall of the product. By improving the agency’s ability to screen out hazard data associated with incidents and products that present little-to-no risk to consumers, the CPSC is able to focus its limited resources directly on the products that present the greatest risk to consumers.
PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.1.1
Increase agency capacity to analyze hazard data:
The CPSC will increase the agency’s capacity to analyze consumer product hazard data by improving access to timely data from additional relevant sources. The CPSC will also broaden analysis to include products with similar identified hazards, and use specific information technology tools and “data-mining” approaches. Increased agency capability for analysis of hazard data will be accomplished through the following initiatives:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:
• Enhance IT solutions and data-mining techniques to improve data collection and analysis; and
• Identify alternative sources of data that will assist in hazard analysis and monitoring.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.1.2
Improve quality and specificity of hazard information:
The CPSC will work to improve the quality and specificity of hazard information as part of the strategy for enhancing identification and assessment of hazards to consumers, reinforcing the data-driven nature of the agency’s work. This goal will involve identifying and adopting methods for improving the completeness of data submitted to the CPSC. Samples of actual consumer products that have been identified in reports of harm or potential harm are an important source of hazard data. Having access to these consumer product incident samples is an important part of the hazard assessment process. In some cases, the actual consumer product incident sample is in the custody of a state or local authority as part of its case evidence file. The CPSC will improve the quality and specificity of hazard information through the following initiatives:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:
• Research and implement methods for improving completeness of data submitted to the CPSC;
• Research and implement methods to increase the number of incident samples available for analysis; and
• Promote a universal product identifier6 to improve product traceability.

CPSC RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS

6 Universal product identifiers for consumer products would provide a standardized way of referencing unique products, based upon a set of differentiating attributes understood by both industry and global regulators. Adoption of universal product identifiers would enable the CPSC and consumers to identify accurately the manufacturer, importer, and product model for each consumer product.
PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.1.3
Improve agency capacity to identify and assess emerging hazards:

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.1.4
Improve agency capacity to identify and assess chronic hazards: Every day, new products under the jurisdiction of the CPSC are being introduced into the marketplace and consumers’ homes. Furthermore, products that have been in use for some time are being used in different ways, as consumer lifestyles change, demographics shift, and use cases evolve. In light of the impact these new products could have on the way consumers and families lead their lives, significant research is needed to identify emerging trends, assess the resultant changes in risk, and identify, evaluate, and implement strategies to address them. The CPSC will undertake the following initiatives:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:
• Develop a plan to enhance the identification and characterization of emerging hazards; and
• Enhance coordination with relevant federal agencies, standards development organizations, and other stakeholders working on emerging hazards.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2.2
Lead efforts to improve the safety of consumer products before they reach the marketplace

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 2.2A
Violation rate of targeted repeat offenders

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 2.2B
Number of voluntary standards activities in which CPSC actively participates

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 2.2C
Number of candidates for rulemaking prepared for Commission consideration

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.2.1
Increase manufacturers’, importers’, and retailers’ use of consumer product safety best practices

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.2.2
Participate actively in the development of consumer product voluntary standards and develop mandatory regulations for products that pose an unreasonable risk of injury

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.2.3
Engage federal, state and foreign governments on product safety

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.2.4
Increase efforts to drive the discovery and innovation of safety solutions

The CPSC works to prevent consumer product-related hazards from entering the marketplace. One approach involves promoting product safety best practices with manufacturers, importers, and retailers to address consumer product hazards before products enter the stream of commerce. When there is evidence that consumer products pose an unreasonable risk of harm and existing voluntary standards or mandatory regulations are insufficient to resolve the issue, the CPSC collaborates with standards development organizations and other stakeholders in developing new voluntary standards and, as needed, adopts mandatory regulations to mitigate the risk and help reduce future harm.
Another CPSC approach involves working, within the limits of its authority, to prevent consumer product hazards from entering markets by sharing information on consumer product safety and conducting targeted outreach with governments at multiple levels, including U.S. federal agencies, state governments, and foreign governments. The CPSC also seeks to encourage discovery and innovation of safety solutions for hazards, emerging technologies, and product trends with the potential to affect consumer product safety.

**PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.2.1 Increase manufacturers’, importers’, and retailers’ use of consumer product safety best practices:**
Effective implementation of process-focused quality management systems by those involved in the manufacture, importation, and sale of consumer products can prevent, reduce, or eliminate hazards in consumer products. To produce consumer products that do not pose an unreasonable risk of injury or death, product design, material selection, and manufacturing practices should follow available voluntary standards and existing mandatory regulations. The CPSC strives to increase consumer product industry use of safety-related best practices. The CPSC provides guidance and educational materials and collaborates with foreign and domestic industry to conduct outreach and training on federal safety regulations, to help understand the product design and supply chain process.

The CPSC will pursue increased adoption of consumer product safety best practices by manufacturers and importers through the following initiatives:

**STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:**
- Work to align CPSC’s Trusted Trader Program with CBP’s One U.S. Government Trusted Trader Program; and
- Deliver training events and collaborate on consumer product safety best practices with foreign manufacturers and domestic manufacturers, importers, and retailers.

**PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.2.2 Participate actively in the development of consumer product voluntary standards and develop mandatory regulations for products that pose an unreasonable risk of injury:** Safety standards and mandatory regulations for consumer products play a vital role in protecting the public from hazardous products. The CPSC will continue to participate in the development of voluntary standards and mandatory regulations to reduce injury and death from hazards associated with consumer products. The CPSC will conduct risk assessments to inform priority-setting decisions, using available data on hazards. The agency will also work on developing a systematic way to evaluate the effectiveness of existing voluntary standards and mandatory regulations, and will conduct research, as needed, to help develop and improve voluntary standards and mandatory regulations. The CPSC will work to make consumer products safer by implementing the initiatives below:

**STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:**
- Identify and target top consumer product hazards, based on risk and addressability;
- Develop a process to facilitate the frequent monitoring and assessment of the effectiveness of standards and mandatory regulations;
- Conduct research, as appropriate, to enable development and improvement of consumer product voluntary standards and mandatory regulations; and
- Enhance training and internal operations to improve the voluntary consensus standards development process.
Nanotechnology

After more than a decade of sustained international investment of many billions of dollars, nanotechnology research and development is rapidly being commercialized into consumer products, including products for children. Furthermore, global trading partners are investing in the manufacturing infrastructure to produce and export to the United States new consumer products containing nanomaterials. Nanotechnology enables scientists to produce a wide array of materials in the size range of approximately 1–100 nanometers (nm). Nanomaterials have unique physical and chemical properties and can be incorporated to improve product performance in areas such as greater strength, flexibility, stain resistance, or cleaning ability. There is a critical need for focused research on consumer product applications of nanomaterials and their potential risks to consumers.

The CPSC is involved in a number of specific collaborative activities with the U.S. federal government’s National Nanotechnology Initiative (see www.Nano.gov). The CPSC is the only agency with mission responsibility for addressing unreasonable risks associated with human exposure to nanotechnology in consumer products. However, given the agency’s size and budget, partnering has been a key element to achieving mission success. Since 2011, the CPSC has been collaborating with a wide range of government, academic, and private sector entities to research the implications of nanomaterial use in consumer products. These collaborations have produced more than 40 reports and publications on exposure screening tools and potential testing approaches, as well as exposure assessment on nanomaterials in and potentially released from consumer products.

Future work will focus on developing robust test methods to determine and characterize human exposure to nanomaterials from consumer products; characterizing and understanding consumer use of products containing nanomaterials; and providing support to manufacturers, especially small businesses, by developing approaches to testing products to determine release of, and potential for exposure to, nanomaterials.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.2.3
Engage federal, state and foreign governments on product safety: The CPSC will work to prevent consumer product hazards from entering markets by sharing information on consumer product safety and conducting targeted outreach with governments at multiple levels, including U.S. federal agencies, state governments, and foreign governments. As appropriate, the CPSC will provide relevant guidance and educational materials, conduct training, and exchange information.

Globalization and technological advances have expanded the range of products in the market, increasing the risks and opportunities associated with these advancements, and making the challenge of overseeing and regulating the thousands of product types under the agency’s jurisdiction all the more complex. As part of a strategy for addressing the growing complexity and risk associated with additional global sources of production, the CPSC works to reduce the number of recalls through outreach and education for foreign manufacturers and regulators. The CPSC also seeks ways to address hazardous products by encouraging closer cooperation among product safety and customs authorities of the United States and other countries. International programs include education for industry and coordinating and sharing best practices with fellow regulators to help ensure that manufactured products meet U.S. safety requirements. Compliant products reduce the need for remedial action or recalls later, benefiting both
the U.S. consumer and the manufacturer. Engaging different levels of government on consumer product safety issues will be accomplished through the following initiatives:

**STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:**
- Deliver targeted federal, state, and foreign government outreach, (e.g., summits, trainings, staff exchanges, and best practice exchanges); and
- Improve international information-sharing capability.

**PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.2.4**

**Increase efforts to drive the discovery and innovation of safety solutions:** Given the nature of the consumer marketplace, and the myriad ways that consumer products are used, the CPSC cannot rely only on standards development and government monitoring to ensure consumer safety. Nor should the CPSC attempt to develop safety solutions by itself. Instead, the CPSC will seek to motivate and engage a wide range of public and private sector entities to identify, develop, and implement innovative safety solutions for existing and emerging hazards. To do so, the CPSC will provide characterizations of challenges (e.g., hazards for which traditional risk management measures are not anticipated to be effective) and work with various stakeholders and potential solutions providers to develop, implement, and evaluate needed nontraditional solutions. Solutions may involve technology, procedures, information and education, and other mechanisms.

The CPSC will shape the agency’s response to challenges posed by hazards associated with consumer products, as well as emerging technologies and other trends with the potential to affect consumer product safety, by implementing the following initiative:

**STRATEGIC INITIATIVE:**
- Develop initiatives to drive the discovery and innovation of safety solutions for hazards, emerging technologies, and product trends with potential to affect consumer product safety.

Globalization and technological advances have expanded the range of products in the market, increasing the risks and opportunities associated with these advancements, and making the challenge of overseeing and regulating the thousands of product types under the agency's jurisdiction all the more complex.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2.3
Increase capability to identify and stop imported hazardous consumer products

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 2.3A
Percentage of consumer product import entries that are risk-scored by the CPSC

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 2.3B
Percentage of consumer product imports, identified as high-risk, examined at import

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 2.3C
Percentage of import shipments processed through the Risk Assessment Methodology (RAM) system that are cleared within 1 business day

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 2.3D
Number of import examinations completed

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.3.1
Fully implement the CPSC’s risk assessment methodology:

The CPSC have the necessary information technology resources to identify systematically noncompliant products before they leave U.S. ports for store shelves and ultimately consumers’ homes. Given the volume of consumer products that are imported and the likelihood of imported products being noncompliant, the CPSC must increase its capability to identify and address noncompliant products at importation. To do this, the agency will incrementally develop the CPSC’s RAM computer surveillance system to target higher risk import shipments. Another critical performance goal is to improve the timeliness with which imported consumer product hazards are addressed. To monitor effectively an average of more than $2 billion per day in consumer product imports, the CPSC needs the right people, processes, and technology.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.3.2
Decrease time required to process imported products subject to inspection

In FY 2016, approximately $737 billion in products under the CPSC’s jurisdiction were imported into the United States. The CPSC’s Import Surveillance program successfully interdicts many noncompliant consumer products at the ports. In 2016, the CPSC stopped nearly 5.5 million violative or potentially hazardous consumer product units at ports and prevented them from entering U.S. markets. Each noncompliant consumer product that is stopped at a port is kept from entering the domestic U.S. consumer marketplace. Congress is aware of the consumer product import problem and has mandated that the CPSC address it. The CPSIA, Section 222, requires the CPSC to create a Risk Assessment Methodology (RAM) to identify products imported into the United States that are most likely to violate consumer product voluntary standards and mandatory regulations. However, the CPSC does not have a sufficient number of consumer product inspectors to cover the 327 U.S. ports of entry and review all consumer product imports. Nor does the CPSC have the necessary information technology resources to identify systematically noncompliant products before they leave U.S. ports for store shelves and ultimately consumers’ homes. Given the volume of consumer products that are imported and the likelihood of imported products being noncompliant, the CPSC must increase its capability to identify and address noncompliant products at importation. To do this, the agency will incrementally develop the CPSC’s RAM computer surveillance system to target higher risk import shipments. Another critical performance goal is to improve the timeliness with which imported consumer product hazards are addressed. To monitor effectively an average of more than $2 billion per day in consumer product imports, the CPSC needs the right people, processes, and technology.

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:

• Incrementally develop the RAM surveillance system to align with the U.S. government’s “Single Window” initiative;7 and
• Incrementally develop and improve the RAM targeting system to identify noncompliant and defective products at ports of entry.

7 The “Single Window” system, also known as the Automated Commercial Environment, is a CBP system designed to facilitate legitimate trade, while enhancing border security. In 2016, it became the primary system through which the international trade community submits import/export data and the government determines admissibility.
PERFORMANCE GOAL 2.3.2
Decrease time required to process imported products subject to inspection: The CPSC needs to make timely determinations about whether imported products pose an unreasonable risk of injury or death before they are admitted into the United States. The CPSC also will use a multi-faceted approach to improve the timeliness of the resolution of consumer product hazards, once they are identified. When a consumer product is identified at the ports as violating a consumer product safety rule or either has a defect that constitutes a substantial product hazard or creates an unreasonable risk of injury, the CPSC and CBP will cooperate in seizing the product and taking appropriate action. The following initiatives will contribute to improving the timeliness of hazard resolution and addressing corrective actions for imports:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:
• Develop and uniformly implement enforcement guidelines for admissibility determinations for imported products; and
• Streamline compliance notification to importers of noncompliant products.

Risk Assessment Methodology System
The CPSC uses the Risk Assessment Methodology (RAM) system, an important IT system that contributes to achievement of the CPSC’s Prevention, Response, and Communication strategic goals. The RAM system was developed in response to a requirement of Section 222 of the CPSIA to develop a risk assessment methodology to identify products imported into the United States that are most likely to violate consumer product safety statutes and regulations enforced by the Commission. The RAM uses a risk-scoring algorithm to analyze U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) entry data to identify consumer product imports with a high risk of a violation or defect. Consumer product imports identified as “high risk” are physically evaluated for compliance. The RAM system, which currently operates as a limited functionality, pilot-scale version, has improved the information flow from CBP to the CPSC and allows the CPSC to target more efficiently imported consumer products that are potentially hazardous to the public.

The CPSC proposes to develop incrementally the RAM, which will be integrated with the U.S. government “single window” initiative being implemented as part of the Safe Port Act of 2006. (The electronic “Single Window” system, also known as the Automated Commercial Environment [ACE], is a CBP system designed to facilitate legitimate trade, while enhancing border security. In 2016, ACE became the primary system through which the international trade community submits import/export data and the government determines admissibility. The single window initiative streamlines and automates manual processes and eliminates paper; and gives the international trade community the ability to comply more efficiently with U.S. laws and regulations.) The intent is for firms to have a single U.S. government interface at import and export, rather than have to work individually with each of the 47 U.S. government agencies with customs-related responsibilities. The cost-saving benefits to industry and the U.S. government are expected to be sizable.
Strategic Goal Overview

The CPSC learns about potential consumer product hazards from many sources, including incident reports, consumer complaints, the agency’s Hotline (800-638-2772), www.SaferProducts.gov, Internet reports, and company reports. Additionally, field staff investigates reports of incidents and injuries; conducts inspections of manufacturers, importers, and retailers; and identifies potential regulatory violations and product hazards. When potential product defects are identified, the CPSC must act quickly to address the most hazardous consumer products that have made their way into the marketplace or into the hands of consumers. The longer a hazardous consumer product remains on store shelves or in homes, the longer the risk of exposure to the hazard remains. Moreover, response and enforcement efforts should be predictable and carried out in a consistent manner.

This strategic goal focuses on key response challenges, including:

• Addressing trends in retailing and e-commerce, such as the prevalence of online sellers or other direct manufacturer-to-consumer marketing, as well as sales through third party platform providers;

• Working within a global supply chain, which creates complex monitoring challenges;

• Collecting, integrating, and analyzing data to identify high-risk hazards for appropriate action; and

• Improving the monitoring and effectiveness of consumer product recalls.
STRATEGIC GOAL 3: RESPONSE

A CPSC chemist records laboratory results of consumer product testing.

To continue to decrease the time required to identify and remove potentially hazardous products from the marketplace, the CPSC will redesign the procedures used to process and analyze incoming product hazard-related data. The CPSC will realign resources to improve the agency’s ability to act upon the information and quickly remove potentially hazardous products from the marketplace. The CPSC will improve its recall monitoring process and work with industry to increase consumer awareness of product recalls as they occur. Improving the consumer response to consumer product recalls is critical to success in achieving this strategic goal. The CPSC will work with consumers and other interested parties to increase the number of consumers receiving recall notices directly from the CPSC and recalling firms and retailers. Ways in which the agency will seek to improve the effectiveness of product recalls include, but are not limited to, expanding the CPSC’s use of social media, urging recalling firms to use social media to broaden the notice of recalls, and conducting consumer focus group research on why and when consumers respond to recalls.

Recalls involve remedial actions by firms to address hazards in identified noncompliant or defective consumer products. The goal is to retrieve as many hazardous products from the distribution chain and from consumers in the most efficient, cost-effective manner possible. The annual number of consumer product recalls has been approximately 400 for several years.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3.1
Rapidly identify hazardous consumer products for enforcement action

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 3.1A
Percentage of cases for which a preliminary determination is made within 85 business days of the case opening

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 3.1B
Percentage of cases for which a compliance determination of a regulatory violation is made within 35 business days of sample collection

PERFORMANCE GOAL 3.1.1
Improve collection, prioritization, and assessment of data on potential consumer product hazards:

Reducing the possibility that a consumer will be injured by a hazardous product requires the CPSC to identify quickly the causes of potentially hazardous consumer products. To achieve the strategic goal of quickly addressing hazardous products in the marketplace and in the possession of consumers, the CPSC will increase the speed with which the agency identifies these products by improving the data collection, internal sampling analysis, and testing process to identify quickly the patterns and trends that reflect emerging hazards. The CPSC will accomplish this through improved IT, coordinated efforts with other CPSC functional areas, and operational efficiencies.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 3.1.1
Improve collection, prioritization, and assessment of data on potential consumer product hazards:
Improving how the CPSC collects, prioritizes, and assesses data is the first step in reducing the time required to identify hazardous consumer products for enforcement action. The CPSC will identify hazardous products more rapidly by improving agency systems for prioritizing and assessing hazard data collected from product incident reports and product samples. Prioritization and assessment of data will be improved through the following initiatives:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:
• Review current processes and identify opportunities to refine sample analysis priorities and reduce processing time; and
• Determine the feasibility of implementing an e-filing process for manufacturers, importers, retailers, distributors, and third party platform providers to submit incident data and/or Section 15(b) reports.

The CPSC field staff conducts inspections of manufacturers, importers, and retailers and identifies potential regulatory violations and product defects that could harm the public. Beginning in FY 2010, in a concentrated effort to improve marketplace surveillance, the CPSC initiated programs and shifted resources.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3.2
Minimize further exposure to hazardous consumer products

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 3.2A
Percentage of cases for which a corrective action is accepted within 90 business days of preliminary determination

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 3.2B
Percentage of cases for which a firm is notified of a regulatory violation within 40 business days from sample collection

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 3.2C
Percentage of Fast-Track cases with corrective actions initiated within 20 business days

PERFORMANCE GOAL 3.2.1
Increase speed of corrective actions:
Typically, the CPSC obtains a corrective action plan (CAP) from the firm recalling a product, before issuing a recall notice to the public. Decreasing the amount of time required to obtain and implement an effective CAP will reduce consumers’ exposure to a hazardous product. More timely corrective actions will be achieved through the following initiative:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVE:
- Explore the feasibility of an expedited approach to CAPs for lower-level consumer product hazards.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 3.2.2
Improve effectiveness of corrective actions:
Although decreasing the amount of time required to obtain and implement a CAP is important, ensuring that a corrective action is effective in mitigating the risks associated with a recalled product is equally important. Working with individual recalling companies to ensure progress reports are accurate and timely, improving the technology to ease the regulatory burden on recalling companies for the submission of progress reports, and identifying

Reducing exposure to a hazardous consumer product reduces the likelihood that a consumer will sustain a product-related injury. As soon as a hazardous consumer product has been identified, the CPSC takes action to protect consumers, remove the product from the marketplace, and hold violators accountable. The more quickly and effectively the agency can conduct an investigation and negotiate a corrective action, including a voluntary recall, the greater the likelihood that consumers’ exposure to a known hazard will be reduced.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 3.2.1
Increase speed of corrective actions:

PERFORMANCE GOAL 3.2.2
Improve effectiveness of corrective actions:

---

8 If a firm discovers it has manufactured, distributed, or retailed a potentially hazardous product, the CPSC may require the firm to develop and implement a CAP. A CAP generally includes any type of remedial action taken by a firm, such as providing for the return of a product to the manufacturer or retailer for a cash refund or a replacement product, for the repair of a product, and/or for public notice of the hazard.
priority recalls for enhanced monitoring by the CPSC are important activities for addressing effectiveness of corrective actions. Improved effectiveness will be achieved through the following initiatives:

**STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:**
- Regularly publish electronic submissions of progress reports from recalling firms;
- Review the CPSC corrective action monitoring process to address priority recalls and achieve operational efficiencies; and
- To the limits of the CPSC’s authorities, inform foreign product safety regulators about interventions undertaken in the United States and encourage them to take appropriate steps.

**STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3.3**
Improve consumer response to consumer product recalls

**KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 3.3**
Recall effectiveness rate for all consumer product recalls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERFORMANCE GOAL 3.3.1</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE GOAL 3.3.2</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE GOAL 3.3.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase consumer motivation</td>
<td>Improve direct contact with consumers</td>
<td>Improve understanding of consumer response</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CPSC Fast-Track Product Recall Program**

Businesses have an opportunity to participate in a streamlined recall process through the Fast-Track Product Recall Program, which helps consumers by removing potentially dangerous products from the marketplace more quickly, and saves time and resources for both companies and the CPSC. To take advantage of the Fast-Track Program, an eligible firm must commit to implementing a consumer-level voluntary recall within 20 business days of submitting an initial report to the CPSC, and must immediately stop sale and distribution of the product. A firm benefits from the recall by consumers’ reduced exposure to potential incidents and injuries from potentially harmful products, which may reduce the likelihood of potential product liability claims or other lawsuits.

Once a consumer product hazard has been identified, the CPSC works with the recalling firm to notify consumers and provides information on specific remedies that consumers may pursue. Notification may take many forms, such as press releases, website postings, social media posts, emails, telephone calls, letters, posters, or advertisements. A notification explains the reason for the recall and provides consumers with information on how to obtain a repair, replacement, or refund.

In an FY 2017 CPSC Recall Effectiveness Workshop, the agency began to explore and develop measures that the CPSC and stakeholders can take to improve recall effectiveness. The workshop focused on communicating about hazards, technological advances to notify consumers, and challenges that exist for notification. Agency data on the number of products involved in consumers’ pursuit of the prescribed remedy suggest that there is much room for improvement in the consumer response to safety notifications. Improved consumer responses are essential to reducing exposure to hazardous products. As the CPSC learns more about improving consumers’ responses to recalls and how best to measure recall effectiveness, the agency will consider other evaluation tools and metrics to address this strategic objective and key performance measure.
PERFORMANCE GOAL 3.3.1
Increase consumer motivation: Increasing consumer motivation to take advantage of the remedy offered by the recalling firm improves consumer response, reducing the risk of further exposure to the known product hazard. Firms could offer incentives to try to increase consumer motivation to respond to a recall. Recall notices could be enhanced through use of social media platforms, online consumer product registrations, and apps that push notifications, text messages, and alerts to consumers’ mobile devices. The CPSC will accomplish this goal through the following initiative:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVE:
• Request firms to use incentives, enhanced notices, and an effectiveness evaluation as part of a CAP.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 3.3.2
Improve direct contact with consumers: To maximize the number of consumers who are aware of a product recall and remedy, as well as motivate consumers to take advantage of the prescribed remedy, the CPSC will implement measures designed to improve direct contacts with consumers. The CPSC will accomplish this goal through the following initiative:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVE:
• Increase the number of consumers signed up for recall updates via email.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 3.3.3
Improve understanding of consumer response: Although providing safety information is an important tool in an overall strategy for managing the risk of injury and death related to the use of consumer products, simply making information available to consumers does not always yield the desired results. Not only do consumers need to be aware of information regarding safety and the risks associated with the use of any given product, they also need to pay attention to the information and adjust their actions accordingly. Closing the gap between information availability and behavioral change is a key to improving the effectiveness of recalls. One way to address this gap will involve the CPSC collaborating with industry, consumer groups, and federal regulatory agencies to consider novel actions that motivate consumers to pay closer attention to safety information and change behavior to account better for actual risks. The CPSC will implement the following initiatives to improve the agency’s understanding of what affects consumer response, so that steps can be taken to increase future response rates:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:
• Meet with industry, consumer groups, and other government agency stakeholders to discuss how to increase response rates; and
• Enhance domestic interagency collaboration on best practices to increase consumer response.
Strategic Goal 4:

Strategic Goal Overview
Consumers, safety advocates, industry, and government regulators need high-quality information about consumer product safety. Consumers need safety information to make more informed decisions for themselves and their families. Safety advocates rely on accurate data to shape their policy recommendations. Industry needs information to stay in compliance with safety requirements. Foreign regulators and state and local government agencies also need high-quality information to establish new safety requirements that advance consumer safety. These diverse audiences have different information needs and respond to different methods of communication.

Within the CPSC, technical staff, management, and Commissioners need high-quality information to make better decisions more quickly to help the agency maintain its standing as a leader in consumer product safety in an ever-expanding global marketplace.

For this strategic goal, the CPSC will focus on the following key challenges to the agency’s communication strategy:

- Strengthening the CPSC’s collaboration with all stakeholders to improve communication;
- Updating knowledge management strategies and adopting advanced communication tools and channels to improve consistency, reliability, accessibility, and timeliness of information provided to stakeholders and internally among CPSC staff; and
- Improving CPSC messaging and outreach to affected populations, including underserved, low-income, and minority communities and families.

“Pool Safely” is the CPSC’s national public education campaign to reduce child drowning and entrapments.
As part of the CPSC’s collaboration and outreach efforts, Acting Chairman Ann Marie Buerkle meets with Taiwanese authorities to launch a joint training on toy safety.

The CPSC uses a wide array of communication channels and strategies to provide timely, targeted information about consumer product safety to the public, industry, and other stakeholders. The agency disseminates safety messages through workshops and training sessions; listserv messages; press releases; public service announcements and video news releases; newspaper, radio, and TV interviews; and increasingly, social media, including blogs and Twitter. The CPSC will improve the usefulness and availability of safety messages by collecting and analyzing data and designing and applying new and innovative communication tools. Dissemination of more useful and timely consumer product safety information will result in a stronger agency brand, the ability to communicate in mobile environments, and the ability to explore micro-targeting to reach the most at-risk populations. An additional element of the CPSC’s strategy involves strengthening collaborations with stakeholder groups, including other government agencies and nonprofit organizations. This may include collaboration on information and education campaigns on product safety.

Regulatory Robot

About the “Regulatory Robot”

The CPSC designed the “Regulatory Robot” as an innovative, free resource for small businesses that are manufacturing or importing products for children or other consumers. Available online at: www.cpsc.gov/business--manufacturing, the Regulatory Robot is a tool to help small businesses identify which federal consumer product safety regulations may apply to their products. The Regulatory Robot asks the user a series of simple questions to provide basic guidance on consumer product safety rules needed to move forward with the design and manufacturing process. The CPSC hopes that the Regulatory Robot will assist businesses to manufacture and distribute products that are safe and compliant for American consumers.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 4.1
Improve usefulness and availability of consumer product safety information

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 4.1A
Percentage of positive responses about usefulness of information received from CPSC communication channels

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 4.1B
Number of engagements with CPSC safety messaging on social media channels by stakeholders\(^9\) (in thousands)

PERFORMANCE GOAL 4.1.1
Implement evaluation tools to measure message usefulness:
The CPSC will collect information on the utility of its safety messages, using selected tools identified through research on best practices from the public and private sectors. Evaluative tools may take the form of a survey of users of www.CPSC.gov, or feedback from participants of conferences where CPSC officials make presentations. The following initiatives will be implemented:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES:
• Identify best practices from federal and private sectors for assessing the utility of safety information; and
• Assess the utility of CPSC safety messages using best practices from federal and private sectors.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 4.1.2
Implement enhanced tools to increase availability of safety information:
The CPSC will identify and use new and innovative tools to increase the availability of consumer product safety information. Large segments of the population use smartphones as their sole means of communication and information gathering. From millennials to minorities to busy parents, many consumers prefer to receive news delivered in images, texts, and tweets. During the next 5 years, the CPSC will strive to deliver content in more mobile-compatible formats. This will be accomplished through the following initiative:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVE:
• Design and develop new online communications and printed materials.

A critical part of the CPSC’s communication strategy involves improving the usefulness and availability of safety information. The CPSC is striving to be an even more valuable source of information for consumers, businesses, and fellow regulators. Before a consumer buys a portable gas generator for the first time, for example, the CPSC would like the consumer to turn to the agency for insight on where to safely set up the generator. When a small business needs to determine the steps required to comply with U.S. voluntary standards and mandatory regulations, the CPSC would like the owner to turn to the agency’s Small Business Ombudsman\(^10\) for guidance. To achieve this, the CPSC will assess and improve the utility of information disseminated to different audiences and identify new and innovative tools to increase the availability of consumer product safety information.

\(^9\) "Engagements" refer to the number of interactions (likes, shares, comments) with CPSC social media content.

\(^10\) The CPSC’s Small Business Ombudsman serves as the CPSC’s primary point of contact for small businesses seeking information, guidance, and technical assistance in complying with applicable federal consumer product safety laws.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 4.2
Increase dissemination of useful consumer product safety information

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 4.2A
Number of impressions of CPSC safety messages (in millions)

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 4.2B
Average number of business days between establishment of first draft and issuance of recall press release for the timeliest 90 percent of recall press releases

PERFORMANCE GOAL 4.2.1
Expand and enhance the CPSC “brand”

PERFORMANCE GOAL 4.2.2
Expand communications with targeted audiences

PERFORMANCE GOAL 4.2.3
Increase use of enhanced communication technology to advance consumer safety

PERFORMANCE GOAL 4.2.4
Increase timeliness of CPSC information dissemination

Increasing dissemination of useful consumer product safety information is an essential element of the CPSC’s strategy to quickly and effectively communicate information to inform decisions. The CPSC plans to expand outreach to targeted audiences with tailored messages, use enhanced technologies and social media platforms, and increase the speed of disseminating information on known hazards. The CPSC is seeking to increase the frequency with which targeted audiences share agency safety information, whether by disseminating copies of CPSC publications, sharing social media posts, or participating in the Neighborhood Safety Network.

Neighborhood Safety Network
The Neighborhood Safety Network (NSN) is a CPSC program designed to offer timely consumer product safety information and resources to hard-to-reach communities that may be underserved by traditional media. The NSN program is a free, online service that provides potentially lifesaving information via educational posters and messages that member organizations can disseminate to vulnerable population groups, such as the elderly, low-income families, and some minority groups. Organizations that are members of NSN have access to posters, checklists, and toolkits that can be used to create safety programs tailored to reach specific groups of consumers. NSN members represent a wide variety of organizations with reach into specific communities, including nonprofit organizations, such as the Girl Scouts of the USA, Safe Kids, and the National Urban League, as well as health care and safety organizations, and government organizations ranging from cities and townships, to state legislatures, and the U.S. House of Representatives.
PERFORMANCE GOAL 4.2.1
Expand and enhance the CPSC “brand”: Even though the work of the agency touches the life of every American nearly every day, the CPSC is not a well-recognized agency. The CPSC “brand” or identity among various stakeholder groups with which the agency works is a potentially valuable asset that could be used to increase the effectiveness of CPSC outreach and information dissemination. The more consumers, members of the media, and opinion leaders understand what the CPSC does and how the agency serves the public, the greater the potential for increased consumer confidence in the legitimacy of the safety message from the CPSC. The CPSC will implement the following initiative:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVE:
• Identify and implement specific strategies to enhance the CPSC “brand.”

PERFORMANCE GOAL 4.2.2
Expand communications with targeted audiences: The CPSC implements targeted outreach campaigns for priority hazards and vulnerable communities, including minority and underrepresented population groups, such as children, low-income, and limited English-speaking audiences who might not otherwise receive safety messages or who may be disproportionately affected by particular product-related and hidden hazards. Communication with targeted groups will be expanded by implementing the following initiative:

STRATEGIC INITIATIVE:
• Explore strategies to communicate and interact directly with the most at-risk communities (micro-targeting strategies).
PERFORMANCE GOAL 4.2.3  
**Increase use of enhanced communication technology to advance consumer safety:** The CPSC will increase the use of modern communication technologies and enhanced social media platforms to expand dissemination of consumer product safety information. The CPSC may sponsor “data jams,” bringing together leaders from technology fields, public safety, and government communities in a workshop-style format to leverage publicly available government data sets to attempt to solve consumer product safety challenges. The CPSC also plans to increase the agency’s presence on social media platforms used by hundreds of millions of consumers. These types of activities will increase the CPSC’s ability to disseminate safety information quickly and reach targeted audiences. The agency will undertake the following initiative:

**STRATEGIC INITIATIVE:**  
• Enhance CPSC websites to make them compatible with mobile devices.

PERFORMANCE GOAL 4.2.4  
**Increase timeliness of CPSC information dissemination:** The CPSC will work to increase the timeliness of information on consumer product hazards that it disseminates and makes readily available. The American public expects to be provided with information about an emerging or serious hazard quickly and conveniently. The CPSC must continue to improve on how it communicates with consumers in a timely manner. One strategy for accomplishing this involves developing safety messages and materials that can be made readily available on demand. To accomplish this, the agency will implement the following initiative:

**STRATEGIC INITIATIVE:**  
• Develop new and enhanced safety alerts, posters, blogs, and toolkits that can be disseminated quickly to respond to known and emerging consumer product hazards.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 4.3  
**Increase and enhance collaboration with stakeholders**

**KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURE 4.3**  
Number of collaboration activities initiated with stakeholder groups

**PERFORMANCE GOAL 4.3.1**  
Increase agency-wide collaboration capacity

A variety of partners and stakeholders collaborate with the CPSC to communicate consumer product safety information. The CPSC works to disseminate safety information in cooperation with industry, state and local government, other federal agencies, foreign regulatory agencies, safety and advocacy organizations, and a variety of other nonprofit organizations. Improving existing stakeholder collaborations and initiating new collaborations with associations, organizations, agencies, and companies is a cross-cutting priority for the agency, essential to achieving all four strategic goals in this Strategic Plan.

**PERFORMANCE GOAL 4.3.1**  
**Increase agency-wide collaboration capacity:**
To increase collaboration and enhance targeted outreach, the CPSC will establish an agency-wide stakeholder collaboration plan and prioritize the stakeholder groups with which the agency will work. This will include outreach to the stakeholder community and development of criteria for successful collaborations. The CPSC will accomplish this goal through the following initiative:

**STRATEGIC INITIATIVE:**  
• Increase the number of collaborations.
Appendix A: Research and Evaluation Plans

The CPSC is committed to using evidence to inform management decisions, drive improvements in program delivery and effectiveness, and inform future strategies and program formulation.

The CPSC uses a variety of methods to evaluate its programs. For example, the CPSC’s Office of the Inspector General conducts audits, evaluations, reviews, and investigations relating to the agency’s programs and operations. The agency’s financial statements are audited annually, which encompasses a thorough overview of the agency’s financial position and various transactions throughout the fiscal year. The purpose of this audit is to provide objective analyses to improve program performance and operations, reduce costs, facilitate decision-making, and contribute to public accountability.

The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO), an independent, nonpartisan agency that works for Congress, also conducts evaluations and analyses and makes recommendations to help improve the CPSC’s practices, policies, and programs to ensure effective and efficient operations within the federal government.

In addition, the CPSC performs targeted reviews of internal controls. The areas targeted for review are determined by several factors, including risk assessment, management input, prior audits and reviews, and the current external (regulatory) environment. Management evaluates the results from the internal controls reviews to determine what processes should be modified to strengthen and improve operations.

The annual Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS) offers another evaluation tool for leadership, supervisors, and managers to determine the extent to which the CPSC is providing an inclusive and satisfying work environment and supports the professional development of its staff.

The CPSC plans to conduct evaluation and research on the effectiveness of specific strategies and programs that support the strategic goals in the 2018–2022 Strategic Plan. The CPSC proposes to include the following activities, based on available resources:

The CPSC, through its Office of Financial Management, Planning and Evaluation, conducts a semi-annual Strategic Data Review with senior leadership to assess the status of program performance measures, processes, improvements, and achievements. This exercise is based on submissions from every program office and engages the CPSC’s senior leadership in a comprehensive performance review that informs annual planning and budget formulation, sets performance improvement areas for the year, and identifies potential evaluation topics to improve understanding of the effectiveness of agency activities.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic Goal</th>
<th>Topic/Description</th>
<th>Type of Study</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Perform best practices research on performance management policies, procedures, and guidance across federal agencies and private sector organizations</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>2018–2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Determine impact of employee engagement initiatives in the identified areas for improvement</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>2018–2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Increase agency capacity to analyze hazard data by identifying alternative sources of data</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>2018–2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Increase data and agency capacity to analyze consumer product use and exposure</td>
<td>Research, Survey</td>
<td>2018–2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Enhance agency capacity to conduct applied research on existing and emerging hazards in support of standards development and other risk management efforts</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>2018–2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Refine agency data on the impacts of consumer product incidents, including injury and fatality costs</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>2018–2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Assess targeted federal, state, and foreign government outreach through summits, trainings, and staff and best practice exchanges</td>
<td>Participant Surveys</td>
<td>2018–2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Determine the usefulness for identifying violative products of specific data elements on certificates of compliance from importers of consumer products</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Explore the feasibility of an expedited approach to corrective action plans for lower level consumer product hazards</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>2018–2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Identify and implement best practices from federal and private sectors for assessing the utility of safety information</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>2019–2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B: Implementing the Strategic Plan

The 2018–2022 Strategic Plan is central to the CPSC’s planning, budgeting, and performance management systems. The Strategic Plan will be fully integrated into the CPSC’s annual performance and budget planning and review cycles. It is a critical planning, management, reporting, and communication tool. The Strategic Plan will guide program design, project management, and resource allocation decisions.

The CPSC’s budget, annual performance plan, and operating plan documents will serve as the primary implementation tools for the Strategic Plan, and will be aligned with the strategic goals, objectives, performance goals, and strategic initiatives. The budget will outline the necessary resources to implement the strategy and the annual performance plan will define the expected results at those resource levels. The agency operating plan will serve as the tactical implementation plan, delineating work activity, milestones, projects, and associated resources to incrementally advance toward the accomplishment of the strategic goals.

The CPSC’s performance monitoring and reporting systems will also align with the Strategic Plan, and future evaluation and research efforts will be designed to assess progress toward the intended results. The plan will serve as the framework for the agency’s efforts to collect and analyze data and other evidence, and for agency performance reporting. The 2018–2022 Strategic Plan includes 26 key performance measures to be used to assess progress toward the strategic objectives, meeting a key requirement of OMB Circular A-11 and complying with the GPRAMA. A majority of these performance measures track higher-level outcomes that reflect the effectiveness of programs, rather than simple project outputs. Additional key measures may be developed during the implementation of the Strategic Plan. The agency’s quarterly performance reporting and review process will be used to monitor and manage progress toward the stated Strategic Plan results, and to make management course corrections, as warranted. All employee performance plans will be aligned to the Strategic Plan, so that individuals’ performance will have direct, transparent links to the achievement of agency goals.
Appendix C: Performance Measures

The CPSC has identified the following set of key performance measures to track progress toward the strategic objectives. These key measures will be reported in the agency Performance Budget Request, Annual Performance Plan, and Annual Performance Report. Most of the key measures track outcomes of programs, such as meaningful changes in conditions. Additional operational-level performance measures and milestones also will be identified to monitor lower-level outcomes and outputs of agency projects and programs. These measures will be tracked and analyzed internally to monitor progress toward program and performance goals supporting the strategic objectives, and will be reported in the agency’s annual Operating Plan.

### KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOAL/OBJECTIVE</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE MEASURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Objective 1.1: Enhance effective strategic human capital planning and alignment</td>
<td>Measure: Percentage of Full-time Equivalents (FTEs) utilized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Objective 1.2: Foster a culture of continuous development</td>
<td>Measure: Percentage of employees satisfied with opportunities to improve their skills (as reported in the Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Objective 1.3: Attract and recruit a talented and diverse workforce</td>
<td>Measure: Percentage of hiring managers trained on recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Objective 1.4: Increase employee engagement</td>
<td>Measure: Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey Employee Engagement Index score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Objective 2.1: Improve identification and assessment of hazards to consumers</td>
<td>Measure: Percentage of consumer product-related incident reports warranting follow-up actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Objective 2.2: Lead efforts to improve the safety of consumer products before they reach the marketplace</td>
<td>Measure: Number of hazard characterization annual reports completed on consumer product-related fatalities, injuries, and/or losses for specific hazards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Objective 2.3: Increase capability to identify and stop imported hazardous consumer products</td>
<td>Measure: Percentage of consumer product-related injury cases correctly captured at NEISS hospitals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measure: Number of collaborations established or maintained with other organizations to work on nanotechnology research or issues affecting consumer products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measure: Violation rate of targeted repeat offenders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Objective 2.2: Lead efforts to improve the safety of consumer products before they reach the marketplace</td>
<td>Measure: Number of voluntary standards activities in which CPSC actively participates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measure: Number of candidates for rulemaking prepared for Commission consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Objective 2.3: Increase capability to identify and stop imported hazardous consumer products</td>
<td>Measure: Percentage of consumer product import entries that are risk-scored by the CPSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measure: Percentage of consumer product imports, identified as high-risk, examined at import</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measure: Percentage of import shipments processed through the Risk Assessment Methodology (RAM) system that are cleared within 1 business day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measure: Number of import examinations completed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued on page 46
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOAL/OBJECTIVE</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE MEASURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Objective 3.1:</strong> Rapidly identify hazardous consumer products for enforcement action</td>
<td>Measure: Percentage of cases for which a preliminary determination is made within 85 business days of the case opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Objective 3.2:</strong> Minimize further exposure to hazardous consumer products</td>
<td>Measure: Percentage of cases for which a compliance determination of a regulatory violation is made within 35 business days of sample collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Objective 3.3:</strong> Improve consumer response to consumer product recalls</td>
<td>Measure: Percentage of cases for which a corrective action is accepted within 90 business days of preliminary determination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Objective 3.2:</strong> Minimize further exposure to hazardous consumer products</td>
<td>Measure: Percentage of cases for which a firm is notified of a regulatory violation within 40 business days from sample collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Objective 3.2:</strong> Minimize further exposure to hazardous consumer products</td>
<td>Measure: Percentage of Fast-Track cases with corrective actions initiated within 20 business days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Objective 3.3:</strong> Improve consumer response to consumer product recalls</td>
<td>Measure: Recall effectiveness rate for all consumer product recalls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Objective 4.1:</strong> Improve usefulness and availability of consumer product safety information</td>
<td>Measure: Percentage of positive responses about usefulness of information received from CPSC communication channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Objective 4.1:</strong> Improve usefulness and availability of consumer product safety information</td>
<td>Measure: Number of engagements with CPSC safety messaging on social media channels by stakeholders (in thousands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Objective 4.2:</strong> Increase dissemination of useful consumer product safety information</td>
<td>Measure: Number of impressions of CPSC safety messages (in millions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Objective 4.2:</strong> Increase dissemination of useful consumer product safety information</td>
<td>Measure: Average number of business days between establishment of first draft and issuance of recall press release for the timeliest 90 percent of recall press releases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Objective 4.3:</strong> Increase and enhance collaboration with stakeholders</td>
<td>Measure: Number of collaboration activities initiated with stakeholder groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix D: External Stakeholders

The CPSC engages with a wide range of external stakeholders—from industry, trade associations, consumer groups, nonprofit entities, and standards development organizations—to the international, congressional, federal, state, and local sectors. To achieve the agency’s lifesaving public health and safety mission, it is important for the CPSC to work with colleagues to share information and gain insights and perspectives into the ever-expanding global community.

The CPSC engages with the congressional committees and subcommittees listed below to get input on strategic priorities and goals:

- House Energy and Commerce Committee
- Energy and Commerce Subcommittee – Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade
- House Appropriations Committee
- House Appropriations Subcommittee – Financial Services and General Government
- Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee
- Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Subcommittee – Consumer Protection, Product Safety, Insurance, and Data Security
- Senate Appropriations Committee
- Senate Appropriations Subcommittee – Financial Services and General Government

A partial list of external agencies and organizations with which the CPSC works to achieve its mission and strategic goals follows:

**Strategic Goal 1: Workforce**

- Office of Management and Budget
- U.S. Office of Personnel Management
- Small Agency Council\(^{11}\)
- U.S. Department of the Interior—Interior Business Center\(^{12}\)

---

\(^{11}\) The Small Agency Council is a voluntary management association of sub-Cabinet, independent federal agencies. The council, which was created in 1986, represents approximately 80 small agencies.

\(^{12}\) The Interior Business Center is a federal government shared service center used by the CPSC for the agency’s personnel and payroll applicant intake, talent management, and entrance on duty systems.
Strategic Goal 2: Prevention

- Advisory Committee on Commercial Operations to U.S. Customs and Border Protection\(^3\)
- American Association of Exporters and Importers
- American Academy of Pediatrics
- American National Standards Institute
- Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
  - Division of Healthcare Quality Promotion
  - National Center for Injury Prevention and Control
  - National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
  - Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
- ASTM International
- Consumers
- Express Carriers of America
- U.S. Food and Drug Administration
- Foreign governments
- Industry (manufacturers, importers, distributors, retailers of consumer products)
- Industry associations
- International Organization for Standardization
- National Customs Brokers and Forwarders Association of America
- National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
- National Institutes of Health
  - National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
  - National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
- National Institute of Standards and Technology
- National Science Foundation
- Occupational Health and Safety Administration
- Office of the United States Trade Representative
- UL\(^4\)
- U.S. Agency for International Development
- U.S. Department of State
- U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Strategic Goal 3: Response

- Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
- Consumers
- Foreign governments
- Foreign manufacturers
- Industry (manufacturers, importers, distributors, retailers)
- U.S. Customs and Border Protection
- Federal Trade Commission
- U.S. Department of Transportation

\(^3\) The Advisory Committee on Commercial Operations to CBP advises the Secretaries of the U.S. Department of the Treasury and the Department of Homeland Security on the commercial operations of U.S. Customs and Border Protection and related DHS and Treasury functions.

\(^4\) A global independent safety science company.
Strategic Goal 4: Communication

- Abbey’s Hope Charitable Foundation
- American Home Furnishings Alliance
- Association of Pool and Spa Professionals
- American Red Cross
- Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
- Consumer Federation of America
- Consumers Union
- Families United to Prevent Drowning
- Federal Trade Commission
- Joshua Collingsworth Memorial Foundation
- Kids in Danger
- Major League Baseball
- National Drowning Prevention Alliance
- National Electrical Manufacturers Association
- National Fire Protection Association
- National Football League
- Public Citizen
- Safe Kids Worldwide
- Safe States Alliance
- Shane’s Foundation
- Union of Concerned Scientists
- USA Swimming Foundation
- U.S. Customs and Border Protection
- U.S. Fire Administration
- U.S. PIRG
- YMCA of the USA
Appendix E: Voluntary Standards and Mandatory Regulations

Consumer product voluntary standards and mandatory regulations play an important role in protecting the public from hazardous products.

Voluntary Standards

A “voluntary standard” is defined as a consensus product standard and is also called a safety standard. It is a prescribed set of rules, conditions, or requirements concerning definitions of product-related terms; classification of components; specification of materials, performance, or operations; delineation of procedures; or measurement of quantity and quality in describing products, materials, systems, services, or practices relating to the safety of consumer products used in and around the home, outdoors, and in schools. The CPSC’s statutory authority requires the agency to rely on voluntary standards rather than promulgate mandatory regulations, if compliance with a voluntary standard would eliminate or adequately reduce the risk of injury identified, and it is likely that there will be substantial compliance with the voluntary standard. The CPSC works with organizations that coordinate the development of voluntary standards. Voluntary standards activity is an ongoing process that may involve multiple revisions to a standard within 1 year or over multiple years; and staff participation may continue in subsequent years, depending on the activities of the voluntary standards committees and priorities of the Commission. The CPSC participates actively in voluntary standards activities for identified products. Active participation extends beyond attendance at meetings and may include, among other things, providing injury data and hazard analyses; encouraging development or revision of voluntary standards; identifying specific risks of injury; performing research; developing health science data; performing laboratory technical assistance; and/or taking other actions that the Commission, in a particular situation, determines may be appropriate.

Mandatory Regulations

Mandatory regulations, also called technical regulations, are federal rules set by statute or regulation that define requirements for consumer products. They typically take the form of performance requirements that consumer products must meet or warnings they must display to be imported, distributed, or sold in the United States. The CPSC may set a mandatory regulation when it determines that compliance with a voluntary standard would not eliminate or adequately reduce a risk of injury or finds that it is unlikely that there will be substantial compliance with a voluntary standard. The Commission may also promulgate a mandatory ban of a hazardous product when it determines that no feasible voluntary standard or mandatory regulation would adequately protect the public from an unreasonable risk of injury.

15 The CPSIA requires the Commission to promulgate mandatory regulations by adopting existing voluntary standards (in whole or in part) for some products, such as durable infant or toddler products, children's toys, and all-terrain vehicles. For additional information, please refer to the CPSIA at: www.CPSC.gov/CPSIA.pdf.
# Appendix F: Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>Automated Commercial Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP</td>
<td>Corrective Action Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBP</td>
<td>U.S. Customs and Border Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPSA</td>
<td>Consumer Product Safety Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPSC</td>
<td>U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPSIA</td>
<td>Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEVS</td>
<td>Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPRAMA</td>
<td>GPRA Modernization Act of 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEISS</td>
<td>National Electronic Injury Surveillance System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSN</td>
<td>Neighborhood Safety Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMB</td>
<td>Office of Management and Budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>Risk Assessment Methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWOT</td>
<td>Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>